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THE FOUNDATION OF SOYUZ YAKUTOV
AND THE POLITICAL EXILES
KATSUKI Hideo
“Soyuz Yakutov”(Yakut Union) was the first political organization founded by the
Yakuts. It was formed on January 4, 1906 in Yakutsk and V.V. Nikiforov (1866-1928), a
lawyer and member of the Yakutsk municipal assembly, was the central figure in the
process. This paper discusses the course of events in founding the union and attempts to
clarify that exiles played only a limited role in the political movements in Yakutiya at that
time.
THE PROGRAM OF THE“SOYUZ YAKUTOV”
The program of the“Soyuz Yakutov”outlines the following demands:
1) The union shall firmly establish the civil-economic rights of its people through the unity
of its members.
2) To achieve the above objective, the union shall realize the following:
a）Ownership of all land: The government must recognize that inorodtsy1
possess not only the land currently occupied by the inorodtsy but all land including
the land owned by the national government, monasteries and churches as well as the
land occupied, without the inorodtsy’s consent, by exiles banished by the
government.
b）The government must approve the acts concerning“local self-government”
(zemskoe samoupravlenie) created by the representatives of all inorodtsy in the
Yakutskaya province (oblast’) at the earliest possible opportunity.
c）The government must establish the rights for Yakuts to elect their own independent
representative to the“national assembly”(gosudarstvennaya duma).
d）The government must immediately abolish the“administrative tutelage”(opeka)
imposed upon the various administrative organizations in the inorodtsy social
system.
The program also declared the suspension of all tax payments and labor services (podati i
povinnosti) if the above demands were not met2.
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These demands were outlined in a telegraph by Nikiforov, who drafted the program,
and sent to S. Yu. Vitte, the chairman of the Russian Council of ministers (Sovet
ministrov) on January 5, 1906. In the meantime, principal members of the newly formed
union traveled to the outlying areas of the province with copies of the union program and
statute (ustav) made on a hectograph (gelatin duplications) and within half a month, they
recruited more than 200 union members and even managed to establish local committees
in some areas.
How did such aggressive demands come about? What role did the political exiles
play in this process? The demands, of course, originated from the stream of events that
occurred during the 270 years since Yakutiya was annexed into the Russian empire but to
focus on the direct cause, we will examine what occurred during the eight months leading
up to the event.
THE DRAFT PROPOSAL BY NIKIFOROV
In April 1905, while spring was still a long way off in Yakutsk, bright welcoming
news arrived from St. Petersburg. Tzar Nikolai II had approved the implementation of
“local self-government” (zemskoe samoupravlenie) in Siberia. The information was
received with joy by almost all people in Yakutiya. Local autonomy had been a long-
cherished desire for the Yakuts.
A limited level of self-government was implemented in Yakutiya when the“Steppes
council”(stepnaya duma) was established in January 1827. The assembly, however, was
forced to close by the authorities in 1838. Later, the imperial decree of January 1, 1864
granted implementation of a self-governing system but it was eventually applied only to the
European part of Russia. Alexander III’s“New Zemstvo Act”(Polozhenie o zemskikh
uchrezhdeniyakh) in 1890 was also not applied to Siberia. Therefore, the news in April
1905 was what the people had been waiting for 67 years.3
The dominant figures and intellectuals from each county (uezd) and village (nasleg)
promptly gathered to discuss how to put the contents of the official decree (reskript) into
practice. The Agricultural Association (Sel’skokhozyaistvennoe Obshchestvo) declared its
full support for the implementation of a local self-government system and many Russians
and political exiles as well as the Yakuts joined this Association.
However, the 1890 New Zemstvo Act, which was still effective in 1905, was far worse
than the previous one. With the“County zemstvo”system (uezdnoe zemstvo), farmers lost
their rights to directly elect representatives (glasnye) and the noble man (dvoryanin) gained
the rights to select 57% of the representatives. In addition, it provided more leeway for the
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Home Secretary to be involved in regional affairs. Since there was no aristocratic class in
Siberia, the Russian Zemstvo system could not be introduced as it were. Then what sort
of local self-governing system could be implemented in Yakutiya? Nikiforov started
creating his own proposal without delay.
In October 1905, V. Nikiforov and people with the same ambition called for a large
meeting to discuss the“implementation of a local self-governing system (zemstvo) in
Yakutiya”. It was a full scale meeting with representatives from the various agricultural
associations and representatives from the inorodtsy villages (nasled) of Yaktsukii,
Olekminskii and Vilyuiskii administrative district (okrug). Nikiforov also invited a
political exile, N. L. Meshcheryakov and his fellow Rodionov for their advice. We will
discuss more about Meshcheryakov later in this paper. With Rodionov, Nikiforov
presented two draft proposals for a local self governing system at this meeting.
This meeting, in fact, was initially sponsored by the governor. The local
representatives, however, refused to discuss the draft proposal in the presence of local
authorities and sent their request to Vitte, the chairman of the Russian Council of
ministers that they wanted to create a draft separately. This request was granted by Vitte.
The actions of the local populace and Vitte’s flexible attitude clearly reflect the effect of the
October Manifesto.
The draft proposal (project) created by Nikiforov was titled“General regulations on
the local self-government system (zemskoe samoupravlenie) in Yakutskaya province.”The
entire document has apparently not been published yet but its content is indicated in the
letters of Governor Bulatov. The proposal takes a startling position of not only
transferring all administrative functions for the area to the local self-government (zemstvo)
but also placing strong restrictions on the regulatory agencies and police. It also stipulates
that they select their representatives to the national assembly. The actual local self-
government system (zemstvo) then in place in Russia, however, was principally for the
“benefit and need”of the area and even before the restrictions imposed in 1890,
administration was limited to elementary education, medical services, road construction
and securing food supplies during area emergencies. From Bulatov’s point of view, a
demand for“rights to govern”was a far-flung idea conceived by a swelled-headed public
and was impermissible in any circumstances. And when Bulatov saw the wording of the
draft with its aggressive tone of an ultimatum, he was so astonished that he not only refused
to reply to the proposal but requested to the general-governor in Irkutsk to dispatch the
army to the region4.
The information is fragmented, but it suggests that the draft prepared by Nikiforov
was the foundation for the union program introduced at the outset of this paper. As further
evidence that supports this assumption, it is described in the“History of Yakut
Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic”(for short, History of YASSR) that;“while the
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discussion on the draft proposal was still going on, the idea to form a particular national
organization of Yakuts was born. This was influenced by the“Manifesto of October 17.”
Though the specific plan was not in place by the final day of the meeting, V. Nikiforov had
promptly started action to establish the organization.”5 On the other hand, the historian A.
I. Gogolev emphasizes the influence of the“All Russian Farmers Union”(Vserosiiskii
krest’yanskii soyuz).6 It is known that in November, this Union established local chapters
in the Kuyada and Togtoi volost7 in Irkutskii administrative district and later extended its
activities to Nizhneudinskii and Verkholenskii administrative districts. Further research is
anticipated on these events.
Regarding the political exiles, the previously mentioned Meshcheryakov was the
person most familiar to Nikiforov. Meshcheryakov was a Russian who was educated at a
university in Belgium. In the past, he had served as the representative for the newspaper
“Iskra”and a member on the Moscow committee of the Russian Social Democratic Labor
Party. He was arrested in November 1902 and exiled to Yakutiya at the end of March
1904. Until January 1905, he lived in Churapcha (about 180 km from Yakutsk on the
opposite side of the Lena River). Later he lived in and around Yakutsk and lived in a secret
hideout owned by I.S. Gorokhov from August to the end of October 1905.8 Gorokhov was
a friend of Nikiforov and they sponsored the above mentioned meeting together to discuss
the draft proposal. As such, Meshcheryakov was the political exile closest to Nikiforov but
there is no record of his comments at the meeting. It is also unclear if there were any
dialogue between the two before or after the meeting.
However, there is the following information on Nikiforov’s draft proposal.“The two
draft proposals on local self-government (zemstvo) were... copied from... the draft created
at the Buryats’ rally in Irkutskaya prefecture (guberniya) and... also copied from the draft
of general regulations... created at a meeting held by a coalition of various groups in
Tomsk.”9 The original Russian word for“copied”is“spisannyi”which also has the
meaning of“copied verbatim.”This information was also in the letter sent by governor
Bulatov to the Home Secretary, so precisely speaking, the draft should be compared with
the alleged original documents for confirmation. However, it is worth noting that the
“History of YASSR”refers to the phrase“copied from the draft created at the Buryats’
rally...”without any annotations10
In any case, if it was actually“copied,”it means that Meshcheryakov was not
involved at least in the wordings of the draft proposal. Meshcheryakov could have been
involved in other ways such as lending Buryats’ draft or the draft created at the Tomsk
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rally and providing general advice but his level of involvement appears to be limited.
During the Soviet era, the Soyuz Yakutov was viewed negatively. A common view
was that“the“union”was a bourgeois nationalistic organization created by the“toion”
class and therefore, was totally unrelated to the struggle and benefits of the working
masses”.11“Toion”is the word indicating the privileged affluent class in Yakut society.
Nikiforov was eventually sentenced to death by a firing squad (under the 2nd and 6th of
Article 58 of the criminal law. August 21, 1928). His sentence was reduced to ten years
imprisonment in the same year and he died later in a prison hospital. Until his
rehabilitation on February 4, 1992, he was branded as an“enemy of the people.”This may
be the reason why no historian had tried to prove that the political exiles were involved with
such a figure.
THE YAKUTS AND POLITICAL EXILES
We shall now look at the relationship between the Yakuts and political exiles from a
wider perspective.
The number of political exiles in Yakutiya on January 1, 1904 and 1905 were 213 and
231 respectively.12 These are not large numbers. The exiles in Yakutiya, however, were in
a unique situation. The exiles portrayed in Dostoevsky’s“The House of the Dead”and G.
Kennan’s“Siberia and the Exile System”lived in prison-like facilities and worked in mines
and brick factories under the supervision of guards. On the other hand, exiles in Yakutiya
were assigned to villages and lived with the villagers. This presented a significant
inconvenience and a tremendous burden in terms of financial stress and workload to the
villagers but this paper will not go into this issue. The exiles were not allowed to engage
in certain activities such as teaching or acting in plays and they were also prohibited from
traveling but they were free to interact with villagers. Especially after the“Romanovka
uprising”(Demanding improvement of their living conditions, 42 armed exiles seized a
private house in the city of Yakutsk) which occurred in February and March of 1904,
restrictions on activities were significantly relaxed. More than 100 political exiles were able
to get together for a meeting in the city the following summer. The regulatory authorities
commanded the exiles to return to their assigned villages but they refused to follow the
order.
As it is widely known, Russia in 1905 and 1906 was a period of great turmoil called
the First Revolution. The wave of change was evident even in Yakutiya, the northeastern
area of Siberia, and political clubs were formed in junior-high schools (practical studies),
divinity schools and girl’s junior-high schools from the beginning of 1905. Though they
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were handwritten, each club began publishing their bulletins. In April, the first Marxist
political club was formed in Yakutiya. The twenty members of the club were students of
junior-high schools in the city. Change was already evident on the streets in 1904, when
two demonstration parades were organized that year. The first, on June 21, was held to
greet the arrival of new exiles and demonstrators waved flags with the slogan,“Down with
autocracy!”The second was organized to sendoff those sentenced to 12 years in Irkutsk for
their involvement in the“Romanovka uprising”and demonstrators included not only
political exiles but also ordinary citizens and the total number reached 250 to 300. This was
the first political demonstration in the history of Yakutiya and the marchers sang
revolutionary songs such as“La Marseillaise”and“Warszawianka”and shouted slogans
such as“Hurray for the coming revolution!”and“Let’s meet at the Russian barricades!”13
Events that can be identified as organized by the political exiles from 1904 to 1906
appear to be limited to political clubs and demonstrations.
THE OCTOBER MANIFESTO
We have discussed the decree (reskript) which recognized local self-government in
Siberia issued in April 1905 and the activities of the Yakuts following the event up to
October in which Nikiforov acted as a central figure. In the discussion we referred to the
Tzar’s“Manifesto of October 17”, also called the“October Manifesto”, which pledged to
all Russian people, including those in Yakutiya, freedom of religion, thought, speech,
assembly and association as well as an elected parliament with legislative powers and
extended suffrage. Previously in Russia, labor unions and political parties had not been
permitted.
The“October Manifesto”reached Yakutsk on October 21. On that day another
proclamation (ukaz) had been issued in St. Petersburg and reached Yakutsk on October
23.14 It pardoned all political exiles. Now everyone living in Yakutiya could freely speak his
mind and support each other without fear.
On October 30, few hundred demonstrators, which was an unprecedented number,
marched through the central streets of Yakutsk. There were also demonstrations on the
6th, 7th and 13th in the following November. At the same time, rallies of few hundred
people were held in succession in various locations around the city and many of the now
“former”political exiles were speaking in front of the crowds. They spoke out for the need
for an armed rebellion against the Tzar Regime and spent long hours revealing the evil
deeds of the local agencies of the government.
On November 16, the postal-telegraph workers in Yakutsk went on strike. This was
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in response to the national strike by postal-telegraph workers and was soon joined by their
colleagues in Olekminsk and Vitim. Communication with the central government was
suspended and did not recover until December 27.15
From the end of December, farmers who also worked as coachman (yamshchik) of
postal stagecoaches went on strike in parts of Olekminskii district in Southern Yakutiya
and stayed on strike for nearly one month.16 Their demands were mostly on economic
issues but the strike by the small merchants’ union which began in November was not only
based on economic demands but also a demand for a“new city governance system.”It
successfully led to the dissolution of the city council on January 9, 1906. This paper will not
go into the details of this process but a key figure in successfully achieving the dissolution
was Nikiforov, who was a member of the city council.17
Governor Bulatov had been forced into a tight corner by Nikiforov on two issues,
Soyuz Yakutov and the city council. Bulatov’s rising hatred against Nikiforov is evident in
his telegraphs to the Home Secretary, P. N. Durnovo requesting the dispatch of the army.
He writes:“The members of the Soyuz Yakutov have taken up arms.”“The local
police force consists of only 20 men and is helpless against them; I cannot rely upon the
Kazaks as they are too few and are unarmed.”“I request at the very least an immediate
dispatch of officer, 200 privates and machine gun.”He also claims that Nikiforov is
“demanding that Yakutiya declare independence from Russia so he can take the throne”.18
The source of the information on the armament of Soyuz Yakutov, independence from
Russia and Nikiforov’s designs on the throne are unknown and the information appear to
be fabricated by Bulatov.
It is unlikely that Durnovo with his extensive experience in the Home Office believed
this information but he probably sensed the tense situation and decided on a quick dispatch
of troops from Irkutsk. On January 18, Bulatov ordered all key members of the Soyuz
Yakutov to be arrested and from the night of the 18th to the next morning, most of the
targeted members including Nikiforov were captured and detained. On February 5,
although the central committee of the Soyuz Yakutov called for a mass gathering, it was
unsuccessful and the organization collapsed.19
On the other hand, the political exiles had obtained wider freedom of action after the
mass pardon on October 21 but their actual influence can only be recognized in
demonstrations and rallies.
On December 11, the new electoral law was issued which again restricted voting
rights of the inhabitants of Siberia.20 This, of course, resulted in increased dissatisfaction
among the populace but, by then, the former political exiles seemed to have been interested
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only in the mass repatriation and receiving the travel allowance to return home. The first
group left on November 9. Since then, about 6 exiles left Yakutsk per day and most had
left by the beginning of December.
Meshcheryakov left Yakutsk on November 12.21 E. K. Pekarskii who later published
the“Dictionary of Yakut Language”(4 volumes) also left. Nikiforov sent along his
fifteen-year old son, Valerian, with Pekarskii to let him study at St. Petersburg.
THE CULTURAL ACHIEVEMENTS OF NARODNIKI
As we have discussed, from the end of October 1905 to January 1906, the rise of
political movements in Yakutiya was unprecedented. It is impossible to judge how this
appeared to the eyes of the former political exiles who were all going home. It is natural for
pardoned persons to have the urge to quickly return to their families and it would be cruel
to reproach them for feeling this way. They may have thought that the key cities in Russia,
such as Petersburg and Moscow, must change before outposts such as Yakutiya could
change. However, even taking these factors into consideration, the question remains:
Didn’t the exiles perceive the issues of changing the situation in Yakutiya and improving
the people’s lives as their own problem, as generally believed?
There is a view that this type of issue, an issue that concerns the fate of an ethnic
group, should basically be left to them. The exiles were forced to live in Yakutiya by the
government and were normally allowed to return home after five years or 10 years at the
longest. Therefore, they were outsiders after all. However, in the history books of the
Soviet era, the aggressive role and achievements of the political exiles were emphasized in
all cases. The question that I had just raised is based on this information.
Nevertheless, the cultural achievements of the political exiles were significant.
Especially, exiles established the foundations for various researches on folklore and
language of the indigenous inhabitants of Yakutiya and also initiated research in several
areas of natural science. These studies were conducted by a group of exiles who were called
Narodniki (based on their beliefs) and, in general, these people did not show interest in
politically influencing the indigenous inhabitants. On the other hand, people associated
with the Social Democratic Labor Party, especially the Bolsheviks were keen on political
activities but since they arrived in Yakutiya in 1903 they only had two to three years at the
most until their repatriation by pardon. This may be the reason that they have few
significant achievements.
There was also a language problem. Many of the Narodniki eagerly learned the
language of the indigenous people. For those associated with the Social Democratic Labor
Party, however, their length of stay in the province would have also prevented them from
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acquiring the language. At the colony of exiles in Churapcha, they had published illegal
magazines“Vestnik Ssylki”(Herald of Exiles) and“Letuchii Listok”(Flying Leaflet) in
Russian from August 1904 to February 1906. It was printed on a hectograph and it is said
that, at one time, Meshcheryakov was involved in these publications. Each issue had a
circulation of 70 to 80 and readers are said to include people other than the exiles.22
However, in 1897, only 0.7% of Yakuts were illiterate in Russian23 and the figure probably
was similar when the magazine was published. Therefore, the number of Yakut readers
was probably quite limited.
In the past, the indigenous people of Yakutiya were described as warm and
welcoming to the political exiles. However, there are many examples suggesting the
opposite.
We have already described the political exiles living with the villagers. The
government demanded that the exiles engage in farming and they were promised to receive
respectively a vast amount of land 16.35 hectares (15 deshachina). However, most villages
did not have any free cultivable land and as a result, villagers were forced to surrender their
land. One problem was that the local inhabitants had been deprived of the right to refuse
these orders by the 1822“Rules regarding the governing of inorodtsy” (Ustav ob
upravlenii inorodtsev).24 Another problem was that in the harsh natural conditions of
Yakutiya, the inexperienced exiles could not sustain themselves on farming and the
villagers had to provide money and food for them. This paper focused on the relationship
between the political exiles and indigenous people but there were also criminal exiles in
Yakutiya and they numbered 6,192 at the end of the 1890s.25 These were hardcore vicious
criminals who had no intention to farm and repeatedly committed crimes in Yakutiya. The
villagers were not permitted to refuse feeding these scroungers.
The underlying factor for the political movement in 1905 was such discontent among
the indigenous inhabitants who were suffering without any rights but further discussion on
this matter will be left to other papers.
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